New volume keeps your patrons on top of what’s happening in American law today

This volume is intended as a supplement to, not as a replacement for, the 12-volume West’s Encyclopedia of American Law. Although new entries that were not in the original 12-volume set have been added where necessary, most of the articles add developments to topics discussed in the original set. Each supplement piece contains sufficient explanation to be understood on its own without the need to refer back to the main set. Naturally, readers seeking a full treatment of a topic should also consult the entry in the original 12-volume set.

While reading the Supplement, researchers will find extensive internal cross-references to both the entries and the signed articles. Most entries and articles conclude with a sentence directing the user to “See also” related materials.

OTHER VALUE-ADDED FEATURES MAKE THE 1998 SUPPLEMENT A MUCH-NEEDED VOLUME

In addition to an authoritative look at landmark cases, events and notable persons, your patrons will also find many other outstanding features that make finding information on recent legal issues and happenings quick and easy. These include:

- A table of legal abbreviations
- A listing of acronyms used in the text
- A table of cases cited
- A map of judicial circuits
- Name and subject indexes

THE MOST RECENT CASES AND EVENTS MAKE THE 1998 SUPPLEMENT A MUST BUY

The entries in this Supplement focus upon developments between June 1, 1997 and June 1, 1998. Where possible, later significant developments have been included. The Supplement also features:

- Alphabetically arranged entries from A to Z
- Internal cross-references to other entries and articles that contain related information
- Definitions of legal issues and terms
- Numerous black-and-white photographs
- “See also” references at the end of entries that list additional topics discussed within the set
- Descriptions of a broad range of law-related organizations
- And much more
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Your patrons will find up-to-date information on landmark cases, issues and notable persons in West's Encyclopedia of American Law 1998 Supplement

MORE THAN 5,000 ARTICLES COVER IMPORTANT ISSUES AND LEGAL TOPICS

"IN FOCUS" PIECES PROVIDE ADDITIONAL FACTS AND DETAILS ON IMPORTANT ISSUES

DEFINITIONS OF LEGAL TERMS HELP RESEARCHERS UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LAW

CROSS-REFERENCES ARE IDENTIFIED, LEADING READERS TO RELATED ENTRIES

Sample pages taken from the main set. (Actual page size is 8 1/2" x 11")